Heatwave 2018
Deep Dive Topics
Choose ONE

Do It Scared
As we face life’s decisions oftentimes our fear trumps our faith and we are left wandering in a
sea of uncertainty. We will dive into the topic of fear and look at four main fears that everyone has and
how God has given us the power to overcome these challenges. From relationships to life
changes we all have questions and doubts. But God has given us the tools we
need to keep moving forward.

Making a Difference
We often feel small and insignificant, but the truth is we all have the ability to make a difference. You
have been put in this place and time on purpose. This Deep Dive will help us explore what that might be.

Making a Difference at Minimum Wage: Why Work Matters Now and for the
Rest of Your Life
You have a job and you don’t love it but hey at least you have a job. Is it possible to turn minimum wage
drudgery into something down-right amazing? This Deep Dive will take a practical and Biblical look at
why work matters to God and to others, and how it can mean a lot to you, too. We’ll spend one session on
your current job, one on the role of college and trade school, and one on your future career.

Our Identity Crisis: Ignorance & Amnesia
Some of the greatest stories in literature & film revolve around characters' search for their true identities.
God is writing our stories, but many of us struggle to play our part because of our own identity crisis.
During this Deep Dive we will attempt to find out who we really are or be reminded of that person we've
forgotten how to be.

Unfiltered Relationship
Are you ready for an unfiltered relationship? No more emojis. No more memes. No more hiding behind
cute deer antler kissy faces. Let's take off the filters and have an honest discussion about dating,
relationships and healthy boundaries so that you can protect the most important gift you have to
give...you."

